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Presentation outline

The health of our aquatic environments
1. Accelerating the process of eutrophication
2. The threats:
● Cyanobacteria (blue-green algae)
● Siltation, Sedimentation and Shoreline erosion
● Invasion by plants
The shoreline
The wetlands

Best practices
Tools
1. Establishment of riparian associations
2. Project to fight against the invasive exotic aquatic plants in the MRC d'Argenteuil
(PIEAP)
3. Environmental monitoring - The Volunteer Lake-Monitoring Progam (VLMP)
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The health of our aquatic environments - Eutrophication
The process of eutrophication

Source : Bleu Laurentides - On the menu: A diet low in Nitrogen and Phosphorus. CRE Laurentides 2013
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The health of our aquatic environments - Eutrophication
Accelerating the process of eutrophication
Pristine lake vs Inhabited lake:
The human pressures ...

Source : Bleu Laurentides - On the menu: A diet low in Nitrogen and Phosphorus. CRE Laurentides 2013
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The health of our aquatic environments - Eutrophication
Accelerating the process of eutrophication

1. Loss of uses
2. Loss of biodiversity
3. Loss of ecosystem services:
eg drinking water supply

Source : Bleu Laurentides - On the menu: A diet low in Nitrogen and Phosphorus. CRE Laurentides 2013
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The health of our aquatic environments - The threats
The blooms of cyanobacteria
Since 1999, blue-green algae blooms have been reported in
more than 200 water bodies in a number of watershed areas
across Québec

Laurentides is one of the most
affected regions
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The health of our aquatic environments - The threats

What causes a bloom?

Source : Bleu Laurentides - Does your lake have the «blues». CRE Laurentides 2013
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The health of our aquatic environments - The threats

Siltation, Sedimentation and Shoreline erosion
• shorelines degradation (15 m)
• backfilling
• the destruction of wetlands
• the degradation of the forest
border (100 m)
• construction of dams and diversion
works
• erosion and management of
stormwater
• motorized boats and waves
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The health of our aquatic environments - The threats

As a result of nutrients and water
temperature augmentation as well
as human pressures there are
consequences like :

Invasion by plants

Source : Bleu Laurentides - A green world in a watery universe! CRE Laurentides 2013
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The shoreline

Applicable
regulations:
The shorelines are
protected by the provisions
of the Protection Policy for
Lakeshores, Riverbanks,
Littoral Zones and
Floodplains (Q-2, r.35) of
the Quebec government,
regardless of their
ownership, whether private
or public.

The Protection policy is
implemented by the
Zoning Regulations of the
Municipality of Grenvillesur-la-Rouge.

Source : Bleu Laurentides - The Shoreline: The lake’s Natural Shield! CRE Laurentides 2013
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The shoreline
Different interventions for private purposes are possible on the shoreline,
but prior to the emission of an authorization certificate from the
municipality.
However, any work or structure construction for public access or municipal, industrial, commercial
purposes are subject to obtaining authorization from the MDDELCC.

What am I allowed to do on my shoreline?
All interventions that could destroy or alter the vegetation cover from the shores, bring a bare soil, affect
the stability, or encroaching on the coast are prohibited in coastal areas, with the exception of:
● Develop an opening with a maximum width of 5 meters giving access to the water,
where the shore has a low slope (<30%);
● Pruning or debranching the shoreline vegetation necessary for the development of an
opening of 5 meters wide when there is a steep slope (> 30%);
● Restore the shores degraded by planting or seeding native plants adapted to shores
(shrubs, trees and grasses);
● Pruning or debranching while leaving in place the dead trees that provide shelter and
food for wildlife, as they do not carry diseases or endanger the users or the stability of
the shoreline.
● Install fences, always respecting the natural riparian vegetation.
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The wetlands

What is a wetland?
A wetland is an area that holds water temporarily or permanently. Some wetlands retain water throughout
the year, while others retain it for one or two months every spring.
Commonly called the swamps, ponds or marshes.

Classes of wetlands:

Bogs

Marshland

Fens

Marsh

Source : Ducks Unlimited Canada. http://www.ducks.ca/

Bog woodland

Ponds
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The wetlands

If the forests are our planet’s lungs, then the wetlands are its
kidneys.
Several ecological goods and services provided to the society:

Wildlife nursery, flood control, pollution filter, clean water, shoreline and storm
protection, wind buffer, fertile farm land, recreation and tourism, cultural value, carbon
sink, jobs hub, sea level rise mitigation...

Source : Ducks Unlimited Canada. http://www.ducks.ca/
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The wetlands: Interventions and compensation measures
The interventions to wetlands are not possible for residential purposes
Isolated wetlands
Any project involving an isolated wetland, for public access
or municipal, industrial, commercial purposes inside the
urban and the RV attribution areas requires first a certificate
of authorization from MDDELCC under the Environement
Quality Act (chapter Q-2) and the Act respecting
compensation measures for the carrying out of projects
affecting wetlands or bodies of water (chapter 14).

Hydric environnements (bodies of water)
Wetlands adjacent to lakes and rivers are considered Hydric
Environments, governed simultaneously by Article 22 of the
Environment Quality Act (Q-2) and the specific provisions of
the Protection Policy for Lakeshores, Riverbanks, Littoral
Zones and Floodplains (Q-2, r.35).

For these environments it is not possible to apply for a
certificate of authorization because there is no regulation
respecting compensation measures.
Source : MDDEP, 2012. Les milieux humides et l’autorisation environnementale, Ministère du Développement durable, de l’Environnement et des
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Parcs, Direction du patrimoine écologique et des parcs, Direction des politiques de l’eau et Pôle d’expertise hydrique et naturel. 41 pages + annexes.

Best practices
Drink water gives us life.…
Become aware will give us water!
There are no miracle solutions but there are a few recommendations that may help improve the quality and
health of our lakes:

Source : Bleu Laurentides - For our lakes’s health… and for our own! CRE Laurentides 2013
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Tools: Establishment of riparian associations

Establishment of riparian (riverside) associations
Get involved in a lake protection association! Or participate in its establishment
http://www.troussedeslacs.org

There are many ADVANTAGES to create an association, such as:
● Partnership between associations and municipalities
● Forum for raising awareness among users of lakes and
watercourses
● Access to grants
● Information gathering and environmental monitoring

Source : Bleu Laurentides - Former une association. CRE Laurentides 2009
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Tools : Project to fight against the invasive exotic aquatic plants

Project to fight against the invasive exotic aquatic plants in the MRC d'Argenteuil (PIEAP) in
partnership with CRE Laurentides

Characterization of 7 lakes in the territory of the municipality.
A briefing about the project was given by the CRE Laurentides in June 11, 2016
An awareness day will be realized at the pier of the Municipality in July 26
If you want to get involved please contact me!
ofarina@gslr.ca or 819 242 8762 # 3136
Source : Bleu Laurentides - Un monde vert dans un univers d’eau ! CRE Laurentides 2013
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Tools: Environmental monitoring - VLMP

The Volunteer Lake-Monitoring Program (VLMP) of MDDELCC
In collaboration with its partners, the VLMP has four main objectives:
●
●
●
●

Assess the trophic level of a large number of lakes and monitor their evolution over time
Identify lakes showing signs of eutrophication
Provide an overview of the state of Quebec’s recreational lakes
Raise awareness, inform, educate and support participants
1. To acquire knowledge
2. To better manage their lake

Contact information
The Directorate of monitoring the state of the environment (DMSE) of the Ministry offers throughout the project
support to associations and organizations that have joined the program.
Léna Poissonnet et Manon Ouellet
E-mail : rsvl@mddelcc.gouv.qc.ca
Local calls: 418 521-3987 ou Long distance : 1 877 778-5227
Fax : 418 643-9591
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Annexe

Conservation International - Nature is Speaking
Julia Roberts is Mother Nature
http://www.conservation.org/
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Annexe

Watershed organization of Rouge,
Petite Nation and Saumon rivers
(OBV RPNS)
Established in September 2009
http://www.rpns.ca
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Municipalité de Grenville-sur-la-Rouge

Thank you !
88, rue des Érables
Grenville-sur-la-Rouge
QC J0V 1B0
Téléphone: 819 242 8762 #3136
Télécopie: 819 242 9341
Visit our web site: www.gslr.ca
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